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Abstract

This thesis presents an evaluation of web performance under HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2. It takes a novel approach to compare the two protocols and understand the performance differences between them. It analyzes each protocol’s web performance with respect to its web page dependency graph, identifying key graph properties and the relationships between those properties and the resultant performance changes.

To do this, we present Pagescope, a tool that visualizes the relationship between web page properties and the improvement provided. It first records a corpus of web pages by emulating a web client. It then retrieves data from the resulting network requests and responses. It processes the data to create a dependency graph and extracts properties used in classifying these web pages. We identify the number, size and cacheability of resources, the number of distinct origins, the number of redirects, the distribution of resource priorities, the depth and breadth of the page dependency graph, the number of connections per origin, and the number of HTTPS clusters, as classification properties. These pages are then loaded under various network configurations, and the load times recorded. The page properties and load times are stored in a database. We find trends between the classifications and page load times.

As with some previous studies, we find that HTTP/2 without server push does not consistently outperform HTTP/1.1 [35, 9, 7]. Instead of explaining the results through network condition variations, we control that aspect and explain performance differences through variations in web page dependency graph properties. We see that there are optimal per property ranges with which a page best renders the benefits of HTTP/2. Contradictory to the naive hypothesis, HTTP/2 performance deteriorates with above average numbers of resources. Related properties – the number of resources, the number of origins, and the maximum breadth follow the same trends. As the number of HTTPS clusters on a page increases, HTTP/2 performance is overtaken by HTTP/1.1. Web pages with an above average number of resources and HTTPS clusters tend to be unnecessarily complex. These results suggest that HTTP/2 has an overhead which is only negated by well-designed pages that can utilize the new features. Guidelines for such pages can be found on PageSpeed Insights [24].
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Page load time is a web performance metric that indicates how long it takes for a web page to fully load in the browser after a user makes a request. While imperfect, it is a standard metric in assessing the usability of a web page. It directly impacts user engagement and a business’ bottom line. Consequently, various performance improvement schemes have been created to improve web performance by reducing the page load time.

A variety of factors affect the page load time. As follows, varying approaches to reduce the page load time exist. Performance improvement schemes based in different approaches affect the web and its performance differently. Examples of such schemes range from compression proxies to network layer optimizations. PARCEL, a proxy assisted browsing system, was developed to reduce energy usage and latency on cellular networks [33]. Hypertext Transfer Protocol, HTTP, is an application protocol for data communication on the web. For a long time, HTTP/1.1 was the most common variant. In 2015, its successor, HTTP/2 was standardized. HTTP/2 introduces stream multiplexing, server push, and header compression to reduce round-trip times (RTTs) and decrease the page load time. Cumulus, a cloud browser, was created to reduce page load time when the user is at a significant delay from the server [19]. Cumulus contains a transparent proxy and a headless browser on a well-connected public cloud to load and cache pages for quick fetches. Polaris, a dependency graph optimizer that enables aggressive object fetching, was introduced
to provide browser agnostic speed-ups [20]. These systems and others, are used to
decrease page load time and improve the user perceived web performance. We discuss
such schemes further in Section 2.2.

Web performance improvement schemes do not perform equally on most web
pages. Web pages are diverse; they do not have the same size or structure. Within a
site, most content pages contain more and more frequently changing resources than
the corresponding landing page. Evaluation of performance improvement systems of-
ten uses a subset of the Alexa Top Sites. Alexa Top Sites is an updating list of most
trafficked sites, sorted by region or category [3]. However, this list stores only the
base domain, or the landing page, for each visited web site. As such, this list cannot
be a representative page corpus. It does not contain the inner pages where users
spend most time. Furthermore, the web itself changes, adopting new frameworks and
standards. To ensure continued validity and comparability of measurements, web
performance evaluations must be able to differentiate and classify web pages. We
utilize web page dependency graph properties to characterize individual web pages.

Prior work investigates the performance of web transport protocols as a function of
network parameters and conditions, such as the data rate (bandwidth) between server
and client and the RTT. By contrast, we seek to understand the extent to which a
page’s structure matters to the comparative performance of different protocols. We
find that it is an important factor. Our research opens up future work into finding
valuable classifications for web pages that ease the understanding of web performance
system and their effects on page load times and usability.

1.1 HTTP/1.1 versus HTTP/2

This thesis evaluates and compares HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2. HTTP/2, published in
2015, is a major revision of the HTTP network protocol. Built off of Google’s experi-
mental SPDY protocol, HTTP/2 aims to improve web performance. While HTTP/2
leaves most of HTTP/1.1 syntax intact, it changes the underlying methodology for
how data is framed and transported between client and server. Key HTTP/2 features
include HPACK header compression, HTTP server push, stream multiplexing, and the introduction of resource priorities. While encryption with TLS is not required, most browsers only support HTTP/2 over TLS. As such, HTTP/2 encourages the use of HTTPS.

Two years since its introduction, HTTP/2 has largely taken over as the web protocol standard in browsers. Our research takes a closer look at the effects of HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2. We consider how pages with different dependency graph properties are affected by the change. We look into how web pages can be best optimized to support HTTP/2.

1.2 Pagescope

Pagescope evaluates the performance of systems with respect to web page properties. It uses Mahimahi, a record-and-replay tool to simulate page loads with the inclusion of various systems [21]. In our experiment, we extend Mahimahi’s ability to include serving resources over the HTTP/2 protocol, in addition to the default HTTP/1.1. We find that while none of the properties we examined directly explained page load time, the number of resources, the number of origins, and the number of HTTPS clusters were the most influential. Pages with an above average number of resources, origins, or HTTPS clusters performed worse using HTTP/2. The overhead incurred with HTTP/2 was only negated by well-designed pages able to benefit from the specific upgrades of HTTP/2. In HTTP/2, there was an optimal range per property, generally within the first quartile of pages. In HTTP/1.1, there were two distinct clusters of pages. In the grouping of pages with an on average slower page load time, there was a lower bound of 5,000 ms. This bound persisted regardless of the property observed and network configuration used, indicating a bottleneck existing in the protocol itself.

While this thesis considers only HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2, Pagescope is extensible. It can be use to evaluate other web improvement schemes in addition to network protocols. It integrates with the desired test scheme, and runs an analysis of it over a
corpus of web pages. The results are then visualized, showing how the scheme affects pages characterized by different key properties.

Evaluating improvement schemes is useful from various angles. For a web performance researcher or system developer, Pagescope helps illuminate how and why a scheme impacts the end-user’s experience. Different schemes can be analyzed and compared, mapping their relative performance against subsets of the web. For a web developer, Pagescope helps predict the effectiveness of web performance improvement schemes, and determines those that should be enabled on the site. For an end-user, Pagescope enables a better web browsing experience by illustrating the relationship between performance improvement schemes and the web, forming guidelines to developing a page that releases the full potential of an enabled scheme.
Chapter 2

Related Work

2.1 HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2 Evaluations

The bulk of this thesis focuses on studying the web performance of HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2. While previous experiments analyzed each protocol’s performance with respect to network conditions, we examine the performance of these protocols with respect to the type of page loaded. We classify each page with properties found in the page dependency graph.

We review works evaluating HTTP/1.1, HTTP/2 and SPDY. SPDY is relevant to our research because it is the foundation from which HTTP/2 is built. Both protocols integrate stream multiplexing, header compression, server push, and resource prioritization. There are differences between the features for each protocol. For instance in SPDY, stream multiplexing is single-host instead of multi-host; compression uses DEFLATE instead of HPACK; prioritization is stricter, and less friendly to proxies.

In "How Speedy is SPDY", the authors found SPDY to provide significant improvements in performance over HTTP/1.1 when ignoring dependencies in the page load process and the effects of browser computations [39]. However, when these factors were reconsidered, the improvements decreased significantly. In this paper, the authors also found SPDY’s inclusion of server push to produce great improvements when utilized properly, while request prioritization provided minimal benefit [39]. "Evaluating Performance of SPDY-enabled Web Servers" tests one web page
with one HTML document and fifty 32x32 PNG icons. The authors found SPDY to consume less memory and improve the response time on both the client and server side [34]. In "SPDY vs HTTP/1.1: An Empirical Evaluation of Network Protocol Performance", the author found SPDY to improve web page loads under high latency with zero packet loss and near zero latency with high packet loss [9]. In conditions with high packet loss and high latency, such as mobile networks, HTTP/1.1 outperformed SPDY [9]. Comparisons of HTTP/1.1 and SPDY found SPDY to frequently, but not always, improve web performance. Because differences in page load process can significantly reduce the benefits of SPDY, we hypothesized that characterizing a page by its dependency graph could uncover additional intricacies for improving web performance.

In "http2 explained", Sternberg suggests that HTTP/2 will become more beneficial as more and larger resources become the norm in web pages, especially under high latency connections [11]. Our findings do not support this hypothesis. As the number of resources grew abnormally large, the performance of HTTP/2 degraded. These large pages were often unnecessarily complex. For example, http://nypost.com/, a page with hundreds of resources, contained over 300 images and a surprising number of origins. Additionally, it had many HTTP request errors, including 503 Site over allowed capacity. But because pages like these exist, our results may include confounding properties found only in such overloaded web pages. In "Is the Web HTTP/2 Yet", the performance across the Alexa Top 1 Million sites over an 11-month period beginning in 2014 was recorded. The authors found that while many sites claimed HTTP/2 support, only approximately 10,000 pages actually served content with it [35]. Of those sites, 80% experienced improved page load times in comparison to HTTP/1.1, with strong benefits found in mobile networks. This is in contrast to Chamber's work in "SPDY vs HTTP/1.1", where SPDY performed worst in mobile networks. Since experiments are run on different subsets of pages during different times, evaluations are often hard to compare.
2.2 Web Performance

Pagescope aims to be a tool capable of evaluating all web performance improvement schemes. As such, the design of Pagescope is informed by existing improvement schemes today. These systems range from application protocols, cloud browsers, and page optimizers, to network layer changes.

Application protocols used to improve web performance include SPDY, HTTP/2, and QUIC. SPDY and HTTP/2 introduce stream multiplexing, header compression, single connections, and server push. Stream multiplexing parallelizes requests and responses, reducing the impact of having a large number of resources. Header compression reduces the size of data packets transferred, decreasing the latency. Using one connection per origin decreases the number of connections and RTTs necessary for establishing those connections. Server push predicts requests and minimizes the number needed by pushing objects preemptively. Due to these features, storing resources at fewer origins is beneficial. Between SPDY and HTTP/2, the treatment of HTTP and HTTPS origins changes. In HTTP/2, HTTP connections are upgraded, taking additional RTTs. Thus, the scheme for each origin also affects performance. QUIC reduces RTTs when establishing a connection, and better supports SPDY-like multiplexing [28].

Cloud browsers used in improving web performance include Cumulus, Opera Turbo, Chrome Proxy, PARCEL, Opera Mini and Shandian. Cumulus is a combination of a content-distribution network and a cloud browser. It contains a "Mini-CDN" – a transparent proxy running on the user’s machine – and a "Puppet": a headless browser run by the user on a well-connected public cloud. It improves page load times by pushing requests to the Puppet and caching the resulting resources locally to the Mini-CDN [19]. Popular pages are thus stored and become quick to be retrieved through the Mini-CDN. Opera Turbo and Chrome Proxy likewise process page loads between the user’s web browser and a remote component. Instead of a user-run proxy, these systems use centrally operated proxy servers [22, 27]. PARCEL, a system designed for mobile systems splits functionality between the mobile device and proxy,
optimizing for their respective strengths [33]. By fetching and storing resources in better locations, the distance and RTTs necessary is reduced. Again, the impact from the number of resources, and potentially the size of resources is diminished. Opera Mini, a browser designed for smartphones, passes web requests through a compression proxy [23]. Shandian prioritizes resources needed in an initial page, adds a reverse proxy that loads a page up to the load event, computes the resulting state, and sends just that to a modified browser [40]. By sending less data through compression or modification, resource size decreases in importance.

Page optimizers used in improving web performance include Klotski and Polaris. Klotski prioritizes resources to serve the content most relevant to a user’s preferences. While doing so, it addresses resource dependencies and creates a method for fast evaluation and selection [4]. Polaris creates a fine-grained dependency graph that allows aggressive fetching otherwise not assumable [20]. The depth of a dependency graph can be a bottleneck for systems reliant on page optimization. If certain resources must be fetched and run first, prioritizing the correct resources can only provide so much improvement for well-designed pages.

Network Layer Changes include systems such as Fast Start, Loss Recovery, and TCP Fast Open [8, 10, 29]. These systems add novel mechanisms to TCP to minimize issues such as slow start, time-out recovery, and overheads in connection initiation. Depending on the network protocols used, each resource may open an individual connection, or reuse connections over the same origin. When connections are opened, the protocol headers, data packet size, and a variety of settings can alter performance.

Other systems include Silo, and Flywheel. Silo is a system that leverages DOM storage to serve Javascript and CSS chunks at a time, reducing the RTTs induced by separate HTTP requests [16]. Flywheel is a data compression proxy for the mobile web. Using Flywheel, data use is reduced by 58% on average, but page load time is increased by 6%. Small pages are typically slower to load though Flywheel while large pages load faster [1].

Attempts at evaluating web performance include PageSpeed Insights and WProf. Google’s PageSpeed Insights analyze web pages and suggest avenues of improvement
While PageSpeed Insights focuses on web page improvement, WProf can be related back to web performance systems in play and their effects on web pages. This is similar to the flexibility demanded of Pagescope. WProf extracts dependencies during a page load and identifies bottlenecks. It can then be used in conjunction with various performance systems to compare their beneficial or harmful effects.
Chapter 3

Characterization of Web Pages

3.1 Selecting a Representative Corpus

The web consists of pages of highly variable build, content, and structure. Depending on the year the web page was written or last modified, the frameworks it uses and standards it follows can be drastically different. As web standards and protocols evolve, the methodology used in optimizing web pages changes. Some pages are well-designed and well-engineered, while others lack pre-planning and execution. Depending on a page’s geographic origins and target, the common structure can also vary. Web pages may be static or dynamic. Depending on the use case of the web page, the resources it contains may include many complex scripts, large videos, and more, or nearly no objects at all. For content heavy pages, if objects are easily cacheable, the page performance may improve dramatically when frequently visited. For pages with content served from poorly distributed Content Distribution Networks (CDN), performance may suffer or excel for different end-users. It is obvious to see that many factors affect the web performance observed by the average end-user.

That said, web performance must still be evaluated and quantified to promote overall understanding and improvement. Improvements need not be for the entire web, but rather an up-to-date and representative web for specific groups of users. Because Internet usage patterns vary most drastically from geographical region to region, it is the separation chosen for grouping users. Oftentimes, this is because In-
ternet culture is influentially molded by governmental regulations and socio-economic policies. Pagescope defaults to finding a representative corpus of web pages for the user group embodied by the United States region. However, the methodology it takes and the scripts it provides are often applicable to other user groups as well.

To select a representative corpus, Pagescope begins with the present-day standard, Alexa Top Sites. Alexa Top Sites is a list of web pages, filterable by Country or Category, that is ranked to intend the ‘top-ness’ of a site. The ranking heuristic is based on a combination of a site’s daily unique visitors, and the number of pageviews over continuous three-month periods [3]. Alexa Top Sites are beneficial in explaining the high-level story behind web usage. It enumerates averages for daily time on site, daily pageviews per visitor, percent of traffic from search, and the total sites linking in for each listed page. However, it’s shortcomings lie in the fact that it consists of only landing pages. Overall traffic is calculated for only the top-level domain; sub-domains and sub-pages are aggregated underneath.

A corpus of pages consisting of only landing pages is not representative of normal web usage. For example, despite the quirky fun of Google Doodles, the purpose of using Google and the majority of time spent within the domain is not for browsing google.com, the landing page. Looking at Alexa Top five sites today, the same could be said for youtube.com, baidu.com, and wikipedia.org. Only facebook.com contains anything remotely representative of it’s normal use, with the News Feed being the landing page post sign-in.

Landing pages are usually stable, with the exception of simple content modifications. For instance, pages such as youtube.com or news sites update cover content daily, while maintaining the same basic page structure. Furthermore, landing pages are generally simple. Because they are not usually the substance of the product, there is limited interactivity. For example, google.com’s landing page contains the daily Doodle, a search bar and button for textual and voice search, and a ‘I’m Feeling Lucky’ button. Additionally, there is the persistent Google Toolbar. One click in from the landing page, there is suddenly a flurry of links, images, and advertisements in addition to the search bar and toolbar. Inner content pages are distinct from the
landing page. While landing pages are commonly optimized and light-weight, content pages are often beefy. Using only landing pages for evaluation would mistake the web browsing experience for only its initial period.

From the set of landing pages, Pagescope expands into inner content pages. It creates a page corpus using Selenium, a browser automation tool, and Chrome Driver. On each landing page, Pagescope explores a number of navigable objects. This process is repeated on the resultant pages. The breadth, the number of links explored per page, and the depth, the number of clicks in from the landing page, are user determined variables. In the experiments these variables are set to a breadth of 2 and a depth of 3. The set of landing pages used is the United States Alexa Top 500.

The process Pagescope uses to find a representative page corpus is automated. Currently, the methodology used to explore inner pages is to randomly select a viable actions from the page. For a more refined and accurate corpus, a system can appropriately evaluate pages and interact in the most likely manner. The selection process can also be hired out to human users. However, this would detract from the ability to effortlessly update the corpus at all times.

### 3.2 Identifying Key Properties

Pagescope is the first step into creating better web performance evaluation schemes with better web page categorization. Since finding the correct set of key properties is experimental, Pagescope’s current set of key properties are informed by existing systems and the factors relevant to their performance.

#### 3.2.1 Number of Resources

Over the HTTP protocol, a client sends a request to the server with request method, URI, and protocol version, followed by a message containing request modifiers, client information and possible content. The server responds with a status line, the protocol version, a success or error code, and a message containing server information, metadata, and possible content [26]. On GET requests, the information identified by
the Request-URI is retrieved as a resource. In characterizing web pages, the number of resources is the first attribute that comes to mind.

The number of requests and responses correlates to the minimum RTT, the time taken to send a packet from one connection to another and back. RTT consists of transmission delay and propagation delay, in addition to the processing delay. On HTTP/1.x, it is impossible to fetch multiple objects with a single request. Thus, under HTTP/1.x, the number of resources lower bounds the number of requests and responses. In HTTP/1.0, requests are sequential, meaning the number of requests and responses lower bounds the minimum RTTs. Under HTTP/1.1, request pipelining allows parallel processing of requests. In HTTP/2, requests and responses are multiplexed, meaning multiple requests and responses can be in flight simultaneously. Additionally, HTTP/2 introduces a mechanism called Server Push. Server Push allows servers to preemptively push objects to the client without being requested. For example, if a client requests a web page, index.html from Server Foo, and Server Foo contains a resource, style.css, that it knows is used on index.html, it can send both objects as a result of the single request. This minimizes the number of RTTs.

### 3.2.2 Size of Resources

Despite improvements in modern networks, network bandwidth is often limited. Transmission time, the amount of time from beginning until end of a message transmission is affected by the network bandwidth. As such, the necessary time it takes to retrieve a resource correlates to the resource size and amount of bandwidth available.

For large resources, the majority of object retrieval time is spent in data transmission. Without enough bandwidth, congestion creates queuing delay and results in increased latency. In poorly designed web sites, unnecessary resources can be retrieved and bandwidth wasted. In HTTP/1.0, the entirety of a resource must be retrieved. To reduce wastage, HTTP/1.1 accepts range requests, which instead allow the partial retrievals of resources. HTTP/2 further decreases the size of data transferred by using HTTP Header compression.

For small resources, the majority of object retrieval time is frequently spent on
opening a TCP connection. This is because TCP permits data exchange only after the TCP handshake has established a connection. This introduces one RTT of delay. On short transfers, this is significant. HTTP/1.0 held no persistent connections, meaning there would always be this delay on data transfer. HTTP/1.1 introduced persistent connections and pipelining to better use the TCP protocol. In spite of these changes, research from TCP Fast Open suggested persistent connections and pipelining had limited utility, with only an average of 2.4 HTTP requests made per TCP connection [29]. TCP Fast Open, a web performance system, introduced a method enabling data transfer during TCP’s initial handshake to avoid the initial induced latency.

### 3.2.3 Cacheability of Resources

In all HTTP protocols, caching of resources has always been possible. Caching improves performance by eliminating the need to send HTTP requests, and full HTTP responses. However, not all resources are equally cacheable. A resource’s cacheability is determined by its propensity to change, and the necessary propagation time. The lower the likelihood of change, the greater the benefit of caching the object. For each request made, the browser first checks the browser cache for valid cached response to fulfill the request. When a match is found, it returns the response instead of fetching it from across the network. The higher the necessary propagation time for a resource, the greater the benefit of caching the object. When the necessary propagation time is low, the freshness requirement becomes high. High freshness requirements mean the max-age directive of the cached response must be low; the allowed reuse time is limited, and the resource must be re-fetched frequently. The caching policy of each resource is set via the Cache-Control policy in the HTTP Header.

The two previous properties, number of resources and size of resources, work in conjunction with the cacheability of resources. When many objects, large or small, become cacheable, the number of RTTs required to render a page after the initial visit is greatly reduced. The RTTs required to download these objects are saved. The network bandwidth usage of complex pages can look similar to those of simple pages.
3.2.4 Number of Origins

Under HTTP/2, there no longer needs to be multiple TCP connections to multiplex streams in parallel. Instead, only one TCP connection is required per origin. These connections are persistent, allowing many requests and responses to be sent over them. When a page’s resources reside within a small pool of origins, many RTTs can be saved from skipping frequent and unnecessary initiation of new TCP connections.

3.2.5 Number of Redirects

HTTP redirects come in two flavors, server-side and client-side. Server-side redirect is URL redirection conducted by the web server using an HTTP status code. Some HTTP redirect codes include 301 Moved Permanently, 302 Found, and 303 See Other. 301 is permanent and cacheable; 302 is temporary and not cacheable by default; 303 is temporary and never cacheable. These redirects ensure requests are properly load balanced and are not hitting discontinued servers. Client-side redirect is URL redirection conducted by the web browser using techniques such as meta refresh, JavaScript redirection, and Flash redirection. While server-side redirects are often fast, client-side redirects can be hairy and slow. With more and more URL redirects, there can be redirect chains and loops.

Landing page redirects are often used for mobile sites. From the original site, a mobile version of the page is requested. These redirects require additional HTTP request-response cycles and delay page rendering [24]. They add at least one RTT to the page load time.

3.2.6 Resource Priority

Resources used in page loads are fetched through a request-response cycle. The order in which they are downloaded can affect the end-user’s perceived web performance. Resource Priorities is a specification that allows developers to give the User-Agent hints on the download priority of a resource. Without these specifications, resources are typically downloaded in document order,
HTTP/2 is multiplexed. Multiple requests and responses are in flight simultaneously on the same connection. These resources, as such, are downloaded simultaneously, interleaved and prioritized as desirable. To mask the latency of a given page load with the latency of the slowest resources, the slowest resources should be fetched first. When the slowest resources are fully downloaded, many smaller, faster resources that were fetched afterwards will be also.

Dependency optimizers such as Klotski and Polaris take advantage of the fact that resources are often fetched in a non-optimal manner. Klotski reprioritizes web content to improve user experience on mobile devices. It first creates a web page fingerprint, built with multiple loads of a page as input. It then uses the fingerprint to select resources to prioritize when the client loads the page using the Klotski front-end. Similarly, Polaris first creates a fine-grained dependency graph per web page. The fine grained dependency graph illuminates dependencies otherwise missed in basic web dependency graphs. This allows aggressive fetching because conservative assumptions do not need to be made to ascertain accuracy.

When a page is programmatically written to achieve optimal resource prioritizing, these systems will not provide additional benefit. How drastically a page can improve then also depends on the size and shape of the dependency graph.

### 3.2.7 Dependency Graph

A web page dependency graph visualizes the makeup of the page. It contains all resources downloaded, and the parent-child relationship between objects. It informs the basic order resources must be fetched to retain the accuracy of a web page.

**Maximum Depth**

The maximum depth of a dependency graph highlights the critical path existing in a page load. This is often the bottleneck for the page load time with protocols that enable parallelism. Dependency graph optimizers frequently try to shorten this path. When the path is negligible, such systems cannot be as effective.
Maximum Breadth

The maximum breadth of a dependency graph highlights the extent certain resources are critical. If a resource can block processing of a large percent of the page, getting it fetched earlier becomes more critical.

Maximum Connections Per Origin

The maximum connections per origin highlights the size of resource clusters from the same origin. HTTP/2 Server Push improves performance by pushing resources that have yet to be requested, but are predicted to be necessary. For security purposes, it enforces the same-origin policy. Looking at connection clusters by origin may inform how best to utilize the technique.

Number of HTTPS Clusters

The number of HTTPS clusters highlights whether pages are mixed content websites. HTTP and HTTPS have different performance affects due to the protocols they utilize, HTTP/1.1 versus HTTP/2. There are also differences in setting up HTTPS versus HTTP connections.
Chapter 4

Design of Pagescope

In this thesis, Pagescope is used to evaluate HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2. However, Pagescope is designed with general support of various performance improvement schemes in mind. With current methods, measurements such as page load time are taken on non-representative and non-standardized sets of pages. Evaluations are often limited to one-dimensional page load measurements. The naive method results in data that cannot facilitate in understanding how and why a system behaves as it does. When evaluations are detailed, they are still not standardized. Without standardization, comparisons between systems cannot be easily drawn.

Pagescope evaluates web performance systems by automating page loads on various emulated networks and correlating the resultant page load times to the type of web page visited. To be an effective evaluation system, it must provide standardization. The measurements it takes and resultant information it gleans must be meaningful. Pagescope should be designed with ease of use, consistency, and future flexibility in mind. Out of the box, it should be scalable. In large experiments, it should maintain costs and speed. For Pagescope to be practical, it must gain adoption. Without a growing user base, the standardization of evaluations loses meaning. Even the best of systems dull when left untouched. To ensure continued usability, Pagescope should keep up-to-date despite the fast-paced growth of the web.
4.1 System Architecture

Pagescope is built for smooth integration with most web performance systems. To use Pagescope with these systems, modifications need only occur in Mahimahi’s ReplayShell. ReplayShell builds the mock network where objects are served and page load times are recorded. With a system’s source, it should be straight-forward to plug new systems into Mahimahi’s Apache2-based server set-up. The rest of Pagescope comes with default values reflective of the current state of the web. When desired, these default values can be configured by the user.

Figure 4-1: The figure illustrates a high level system architecture of Pagescope. The Pagescope system works in conjunction with a user-modified Mahimahi to deliver standardized web performance evaluations.
4.1.1 Pagescope Configurations

The user controls three aspects of the Pagescope evaluation system. These are depicted in yellow in Figure 4-1. First, the user can modify Mahimahi, the record-and-replay tool to incorporate the specific web performance system into ReplayShell. ReplayShell is where the page load is emulated with recorded HTTP responses and HTTP requests served from a mock network of servers. Next, the user can input a new page corpus as a text file. This changes the web pages with which the system is evaluated on. Finally, the user can modify the Pagescope configuration to dictate the suite of network configurations used and the number of loads processed. In ReplayShell, Pagescope uses DelayShell and LinkShell to emulate different network conditions. DelayShell adds specified delay to each packet entering and leaving the Mahimahi container. LinkShell emulates links using packet delivery trace files [21].

Without setting configurations, Pagescope defaults to a page corpus consisting of 2015’s United States Alexa Top 500 pages, and an additional two reachable pages per level, for three click depths deep. This page corpus incorporates both popular landing pages and inner pages. The default network configuration suite is stated in Section 5.2.

4.1.2 Pagescope Pipeline

For each evaluation, Pagescope first begins by recording all pages in the page corpus with Mahimahi’s RecordShell. This process is depicted in green in Figure 4-1. First, a batch process calls a subprocess that opens a RecordShell container. Inside the container, it runs a Python script that automates page loads using Selenium, a browser automation tool, and the Chrome Driver. For each web page in the corpus, a folder is created to store the resulting recorded files. Folders are named after the web page’s resource name, containing the sub-domain, domain, and top-level domain. This is then appended with a index number to ensure uniqueness of folders between web pages with the same resource name. Pagescope writes a file recording the mapping of folder name to full domain for use in replay.
Next, Pagescope records page load times for pages loaded in Mahimahi’s ReplayShell. This process is depicted in coral in Figure 4-1. A batch process calls a subprocesses that open a DelayShell container, nested inside a LinkShell container, nested inside a ReplayShell container. The DelayShell and LinkShell are set to the appropriate network conditions, as defined in the Pagescope configuration. The process loops through all existing folders. Pagescope loads the appropriate page selected from the mapping of folder name to full URL. The page is loaded five, or a configured number of times, per network configuration. Each measured page load time is stored in a text file properly labeled with the network configuration used. Pagescope then records HTTP request and response headers and saves DevTools Inspector viewable data from the saved pages. This is done using Chrome Remote Debugging Protocol, now renamed Chrome DevTools Protocol. The raw data returned is processed through the data processing library. From there, a page dependency graph is built, and key properties are retrieved. The key properties are stored in CSV format for direct transfer.

Finally, Pagescope aggregates the important pieces of data and stores it into a PostgreSQL database. The data can be then used to create human-comprehensible visualizations. This process is depicted in blue in Figure 4-1. In this step, Pagescope averages page load times per network configuration. It copies data from CSV files to PostgreSQL using a Python script running psycopg2, a PostgreSQL adapter for Python. This script can also update the database in situations where additional page property fields are added, or supplemental web pages are included in the evaluation.

4.2 Supporting a Flexible Corpus and Properties

To ensure Pagescope stands the test of time, it leaves the system highly flexible, but not overcomplicated. The corpus of pages loaded to the system is simply inputed as a text file. Pagescope includes a Python script running Selenium that creates this corpus by exploring variable click depths and breadths into a set of provided landing pages. The default base set of pages used is the United States Alexa Top 500.
A flexible corpus is important because the web is quickly changing. From newly introduced frameworks to now required standards and protocols, the set of pages representative of the current state of the web is non-static. The effects of a web performance system on newly optimized pages and legacy pages can be drastically different. The same can be said of dynamic pages versus static pages, content pages vs landing pages, and so on. Evaluation conditions aim to simulate real-world situations. The corpus of pages is most relevant when reflective of the current web.

As the web changes, so do the properties that are important and prevalent to web pages. Pagescope has a data processing library that extracts these properties from the raw collected data. These get functions, one per property, are used in the system’s processing pipeline. The approach to including new properties is straight-forwardly to add the appropriate processing functions to the library. Then, these can be plugged into the system. To dismiss properties, simply remove the function call from the data processing pipeline. Properties are later stored in a database. The data storage format there also preempts changes in the data structure. It is a supported action to update rows, which correspond to pages, by adding or deleting entire columns, which correspond to page properties.

While evaluation systems that do not classify web pages cannot be reasonably compare through time, Pagescope evaluations can. Because Pagescope evaluations consider attributes of web pages past the URL, it can tell when pages have changed too drastically to be compared. It understands how to properly join overlapping data sets on pages and page load times, despite changes in the web.

4.3 Record-and-Replay

Record-and-replay tools record and store HTTP content to be repeatably replayed on command. Pagescope aims to elucidate the factors affecting page load time. To do so, it eliminates variability where possible. Pagescope uses Mahimahi, a record-and-replay tool, to have controlled runs over emulated network conditions. Mahimahi’s ReplayShell is the container in which it creates a mock network of servers. Using this
network, ReplayShell serves recorded pages without the need for Internet. Instead, the link speed and delay are variables controlled through LinkShell and DelayShell respectively. Pagescope uses Mahimahi to run a suite of network configurations. These configurations correspond to commonly experienced network conditions. By recording web pages with Mahimahi RecordShell, Pagescope preserves the exact state of a page from a specific time slice. The recorded page is stored as a collection of request and response files linked to server IPs [21]. These are later used with ReplayShell in experiments to guarantee the page has not changed. No objects have been removed or added without notice. Furthermore, the page snapshot comprising HTTP requests and responses is easily accessible when necessary.

4.4 Extracting Key Properties

Pagescope collects data using the Chrome DevTools Protocol in conjunction with chrome-remote-interface. The Chrome DevTools Protocol is a tool that facilitates instrumentation, inspection, debugging and profiling of Blink-based browsers, such as Chrome, Opera 15+, and Amazon Silk [30]. It allows the Developer Tools interface to be accessed in a remotely running Chrome instance. This way, information viewable through Developer Tools’ Inspector, for example a resource’s initiator and priority or the number of HTTP redirects made, can be recorded. A limitation here is, Chrome DevTools Protocol does not currently support simultaneous connections from of multiple clients [30]. Chrome DevTools Protocol interfaces with chrome-remote-interface, a third-party protocol client for Node.js [6]. Pagescope uses this module to scrape and write load data from specific pages.

Raw data collected using Chrome DevTools Protocol is processed to create a dependency graph and extract key properties from each page load. The dependency graph described in Section 4.4.1 is created in Python. The properties are extracted through various processing methods in Pagescope’s data processing library. The library is modular, with one get method defined per property. This removes interdependencies and that may later hinder updates in the system.
4.4.1 Building a Dependency Graph

Web pages can be viewed as dependency graphs. In this form, the complexities of a page load can be clearly displayed. Pagescope builds a dependency graph per web page load as part of its data processing pipeline.

Representation

Pagescope defines a Graph class and a Node class to build web page dependency graphs. The Node class represents a downloaded resource from the web page. Each Node contains the attributes inherent to each requested resource. A Node comprises url, the full URL of the requested resource, resource_type, for instance script, image, or CSS. resource_size in bytes, resource_priority, advising resource load order, initiator, the resource which requested the current resource, and referer, the URL that linked to the resource being requested. The Graph class stores these Nodes in a relationally structured manner. It comprises a root Node key, and a hashmap, from parent Node to an array of child Nodes, where all requested resources are represented as key Nodes.

Pagescope represents the dependency graph as a directed acyclic graph (DAG). Each node in the graph represents a resource being downloaded. Each directed edge points from the parent resource to the child resource. The parent resource is the object that triggers the request for the child object. While a page loads may contain cyclic HTTP requests, Pagescope chooses to represent web pages as DAGs. This is reasonable as re-requesting already available resources does not visibly regress the page load to the end-user. When creating the dependency graph, cycles are removed, maintaining only the first instance of an object’s load.

Consider the following web page described in Figure 4-2 below. It is a simple page comprising four resources – index.html, style.css, image.png, and background.png. index.html is the resource that is requested as a result of the user’s page load request. It is the root node for the page’s dependency graph.
index.html

```html
  <html>
    <head>
      <link rel = "stylesheet" type="text/css" href="style.css">
    </head>
    <body>
      <img src="image.png">
    </body>
  </html>
```

style.css

```css
  body {
    background-image: url("background.png");
  }
```

Figure 4-2: The source code describes a simple web page. This page displays an image, `image.png` with a background image, `background.png`.

Assuming no modifications of resource priorities, a specification that defines means to programmatically provide hints on download priority of resources, page resources are usually downloaded in document order [31]. As resources are encountered, the browser fires parallel requests for those objects. From the initial request, the browser begins by downloading `index.html` and parsing its content. On lines 3 and 4 of `index.html`, `style.css` is requested. Parsing `index.html` also then triggers a request for `image.png`. On line 2 of `style.css`, a request for `background.png` is made. It is important to note that not all resource requests are made equal. For example, images and stylesheets are non-blocking resources. Script tags not marked as defer or async, on the other hand, are blocking and must load and execute before parsing continues. While resources can be loaded asynchronously, each browser has different HTTP connection limits.
Figure 4-3: The figure depicts the dependency graph representation of the page from Figure 4-2. The root element `index.html` initiates requests for two resources, `style.css` and `image.png`. `style.css` requests with a background image, `background.png`.

Pagescope does not need or use a page’s source code to determine object relations. The above method of tracing through a document and its dependencies would grow unmanageable and faulty incredibly quick. Instead, Pagescope concludes the relationship between resources by using a resource’s download initiator field, accessed through the Chrome DevTools Protocol. The initiator field does not always contain a viable parent, a requested resource from the page load. In these cases, Pagescope infers the parent of an object using a set of rules. The rules ensure the parent is set to either a viable initiator, an appropriate referer, or otherwise default to the root node. They are transcribed below as pseudocode in Figure 4-4.
def set_parent(graph, node):
    if node.initiator.type is not parser:
        if node.initiator in graph:
            # Set node as child of its initiator
            node.parent = node.initiator
        else:
            node.parent = root
    else:
        if node.referer is CSS:
            # Set node as child of its referer
            node.parent = referer
        else:
            node.parent = root

Figure 4-4: The pseudocode is used to determine the parent of each requested resource in the page load. These resources are added as children of the parent resource in the dependency graph.

Interpretation

The dependency graph displays metrics relevant to the web page load. For instance, the number of nodes and origins correlates to the number of requests made. The prevalence of each type of resource can be indicative of the total data size. The maximum depth denotes the minimum number of round trip times (RTTs) needed to load the page on the baseline HTTP/1.1 protocol. These metrics affect page load time independently, but also in tandem. For example, if the number of nodes is large, and the number of connected components per origin is small, a system that reduces RTTs with HTTP/2 Server Push will still be constrained by the number of nodes. If the maximum depth of the graph is large, and the resources in the critical path are blocking, a system such as Polaris, which allows aggressive object fetching to optimize network use will still be constrained by the blocking loads.
Pagescope interprets the resultant graph by picking out key properties with its library of data processing methods. Information not stored in graph, such as the number of redirects per page load, is also processed. The output consists of numeric values for each property. Having properties be quantitative makes sorting simple.

4.5 Storing Key Properties

Pagescope stores the key properties and page load times of each page in a PostgreSQL database. In the experiments, the PostgreSQL database is hosted on Amazon AWS. PostgreSQL is an object-relational database. Using a relational database versus a non-relational database allows for straight-forward sorting and complex querying. From the number of connected components per origin to the maximum depth of the dependency graph, the page properties are numerical. Sorting by property provides a view of the resultant performance measurements in relation to specific factors.

Relational databases contain structured data. The current structure is as follows.

| UID | folder_name | max_depth | max_breadth | num_origins | count_per_priority [VeryLow, Low, Medium, High, VeryHigh] | max_connected_components_per_origin | num_HTTPS_cluster | num_redirects | page_load_times |

PostgreSQL exposes an ALTER TABLE command which supports adding and dropping columns. This simplifies the task of adding and removing web properties. As mentioned in Section 4.2, this is important in maintaining Pagescope’s relevance.

PostgreSQL is ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability) compliant [25]. Atomicity requires each transaction to be all or nothing. Consistency requires that all transactions bring the database to a valid state. Isolation requires that concurrent execution of transactions result in the same state as if executed sequentially. This enables the Pagescope system to scale by safely supporting parallel inserts from various connections. Durability ensures that once a transaction has been committed, it will remain. This guarantees that Pagescope is persistent, and need not be frequently
backed and restored. These characteristics are beneficial in ensuring Pagescope has consistent and accessible data that facilitates comprehension and future processing and visualization.

4.6 Visualizations

Pagescope aims to be a one-stop-shop for web performance system evaluation. As such, it should include tools to visualize the resulting numbers into human-comprehensible visualizations. This aspiration is explored further as future work in Section 6.2. In the experimental setup for HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2, results are graphed property to page load time. This is a limitation in the visualizations Pagescope provides. By graphing each factor separately, it is not possible to see the effects of properties when combined properly. But because the considered properties seem correlated, we cannot easily calculate a multivariate regression where individual coefficients are representative.
Chapter 5

Evaluation of HTTP/x

5.1 Page Load Time

5.1.1 Definition

In W3C Navigation Timing Level 1, page load time is defined as the time elapsed between two timing events, navigationStart and loadEventEnd [37]. As of May 2017, W3C Navigation Timing Level 1 has been deprecated in favor of W3C Navigation Timing Level 2. With Navigation Timing Level 2, a similar definition for page load time, otherwise known as duration, can be made with the time elapsed between startTime and loadEventEnd. startTime is the user’s initial page request, defined as zero. loadEventEnd is the time at which the load event of the current document is completed, defaulting to zero if a load event never fires [36]. The difference between startTime and loadEventEnd represents the time from a user’s initial request to the end of a page load. Even after loadEventEnd has fired, it is important to note that bytes can continue to be transferred for a page load [32]. Navigation Timing Level 2’s PerformanceNavigationTiming interface facilitates obtaining accurate timing data related to the navigation of the document, in addition to the naive page load time defined above. It aims to allow fine-grained measurements, such as unload, redirect, app cache, DNS, TCP, request, response, processing and onload time. The processing model issued by Navigation Timing Level 2 is as follows.
5.1.2 Measuring Page Load Time

Pagescope automates the measurement of page load times by using Selenium 2.39.0, a popular browser-automation tool, in conjunction with Chrome Driver 2.24 and Google Chrome 58. To override certificate warnings for HTTPS sites, Pagescope passes the `--ignore-certificate-errors` flag. To ensure Chrome does not load objects from its local cache, Pagescope opens a private instance of the browser with the `--incognito` flag. For situations where Chrome cannot conveniently run in incognito mode, Pagescope loads a locally saved version of Cache Killer using the Chrome Driver. Cache Killer is a web extension that clears the browser cache before every page load [5]. Pagescope runs Selenium with Python to trigger page requests and obtain the timing information using the Web Driver API. In the experiments, page load time is defined as the elapsed time between `startTime` and `loadEventEnds`. 
5.2 Emulating Network Conditions

Pagescope aims to standardize web performance evaluation. To do so, it must eliminate network fluctuations during measurements. Pagescope uses Mahimahi, a record-and-replay tool to create a controlled environment where repeatability is retained. Pagescope uses Mahimahi’s ReplayShell, alongside LinkShell and DelayShell to emulate page loads over specific network conditions. For example, to emulate a page load over a 4 Mbit/s link with 100 ms minimum RTT, first run ReplayShell on a recorded website. Then, within ReplayShell, run DelayShell with a 50 ms one-way delay. Within DelayShell, run LinkShell with a 4 Mbit/s packet-delivery trace. Within LinkShell, run the browser and load the recorded website.

For each web performance system, Pagescope measures page load time for web pages in the corpus using a suite of network configurations. Each configuration is run eight times. The average page load time is then taken. Common broadband markers include 4, 10, and 25 Mbit/s. According to Akamai State of the Internet report, as of Q4 2016, the broadband adoption of Internet speeds over 4 Mbit/s is 88% in the United States [2]. The evaluation presented in this thesis is limited to the web as perceived in the United States. As such, Pagescope uses a suite containing the following network configurations.

- Infinite speed link, no added delay
- 4 Mbit/s link, 20 ms delay
- 8 Mbit/s link, 20 ms delay
- 4 Mbit/s link, 40 ms delay
- 8 Mbit/s link, 40 ms delay
- 4 Mbit/s link, 60 ms delay
- 8 Mbit/s link, 60 ms delay
- 4 Mbit/s link, 80 ms delay
- 8 Mbit/s link, 80 ms delay
- 4 Mbit/s link, 100 ms delay
- 8 Mbit/s link, 100 ms delay
5.3 Experimental Setup

5.3.1 HTTP/1.1

Pagescope uses HTTP/1.1 with no additional web performance improvement schemes to represent the baseline setup. To evaluate HTTP/1.1, Pagescope uses Mahimahi without modification. Each page of the corpus is recorded through Mahimahi’s RecordShell. Using these recorded requests and responses, Pagescope replays the page through Mahimahi’s ReplayShell. During the replay, Pagescope uses the Chrome DevTools Protocol to pull inspector-viewable data to create the dependency graph and extracts key properties. These properties, alongside the averaged page load time for each of the above network configurations are stored into the PostgreSQL database.

5.3.2 HTTP/2

According to the creators of HTTP/2, key differences between it and HTTP/1.1 include that, "HTTP/2 is binary instead of textual, fully multiplexed instead of ordered and blocking, can use one connection for parallelism, uses header compression, and allows servers to push responses proactively into client caches" [13]. Many of the changes focus on the protocol’s end-user perceived performance and reducing network and server resource usage [13]. HTTP/2 is based off SPDY. Both protocols allow concurrency and reduce the number of TCP connections and TLS handshakes through multiplexing. Whereas SPDY uses a general purpose DEFLATE algorithm, HTTP/2 uses HPACK, an algorithm designed to compress headers [12].

To evaluate HTTP/2, Pagescope uses a modified Mahimahi and Google Chrome. In ReplayShell, Mahimahi creates a dummy network of interfaces bound to each IP address where a web server had answered in the recorded session [21]. In our experiments, ReplayShell uses Apache 2.4.25 to run the web servers and emulate the corresponding server from the saved session. Because Mahimahi preserves the sharded structure of a website, binds to actual IP addresses used, and serves requests from real web servers, it is possible to run protocols, such as SPDY, HTTP/2, and QUIC
[21]. For Mahimahi to use HTTP/2, Pagescope configures Apache2 with mod_http2, an experimental module providing HTTP/2 support for the Apache HTTP Server [18].

HTTP/2 requires modification to properly handle encodings when recording in Mahimahi. Pagescope loads ModHeader, a Chrome extension which allows modification of the request headers before requests are sent [17]. To modify the Accept-Encoding field, the Chrome Driver navigates to the extension page. This gives access to the extension’s localStorage. The desired HTTP header field and value are set in localStorage using a Javascript execution script. Pagescope does not use the --incognito flag when recording with HTTP/2. In this situation, it loads Cache Killer to ensure objects are not loaded from local cache.

The results included in this paper consider HTTP/2 without utilizing the server push functionality. While Apache2’s mod_http2 module supports server push, correctly setting push patterns requires modifying the Link headers of responses. When the attribute rel=preload is specified, the resource is pushed. These modifications to preempt and push beneficial resources are saved as later work. In the experiments illustrated in Section 5.4, what enabling the HTTP/2 protocol does is allow the server processes to start additional threads. All requests received are given to Worker threads for processing, and then collected and streamed out to the client [18]. Streams are HTTP request and responses pairs. These streams contain messages, made up of frames containing data, such as HTTP headers, or the message payload. HTTP/2’s multiplexing allows multiple streams to be in flight within the same connection at the same time. Additionally, HTTP/2 introduces the concept of priority. Through the request headers, clients can assign priority for a stream. The root stream gets all the bandwidth available but then distributes bandwidth by priority amongst its children [18]. While the priority system does not guarantee processing or transmission order, it suggests an order to optimize the use of available resources.

As with HTTP/1.1, an average page load time for each of the network configurations listed in Section 5.2 is taken. These are stored into the PostgreSQL database alongside the properties and load times already gathered.
5.4 Results

To guarantee that high quality data is collected and retained, experiments are run in replicated machines on Amazon EC2. They are loaded from a base AMI containing the recordings of all pages from the given corpus, the batch scripts used in analyzing pages and collecting load times, and all software dependencies necessary for the simulation. Page load time is the dependent variable measured in the experiments. To obtain accuracy of results, each page is loaded eight times. To ensure validity of results, checks are run to detect improperly measured data. Page load times under network configurations with smaller delays are verified to be strictly faster than those with larger delays. Impossible outliers are removed and the loads re-run. For each page, the interquartile range of load times is taken to assure precision. As the experiments are run in simulation with Mahimahi, the results should be precise in nature. The resultant load times are then averaged and recorded.

In this thesis, results are first visualized as per property effects on the average page load time under various network configurations. However, these are incomplete evaluations as graphing each factor separately masks the potential for correlated factors. Further regression analysis is needed to predict relationships amongst the independent and dependent variables.

The figures below display scatter plots of individual properties plotted against the average page load times under different network configurations. Times collected using the HTTP/1.1 protocol are represented in red. Times collected using the HTTP/2 protocol are represented in green. On an elementary level, we expect the data to be loosely linear. As more resources are loaded, more RTTs are required to load the page. As more origins are visited, more TCP connections must be opened to transmit page data. We model the results as a linear regression, with each property as an independent variable, and the page load time as a dependent variable. The data is fitted using the least squares approach. The line of best fit for each protocol is drawn in the corresponding color. Python’s numpy package and matplotlib library are used to generate the graphs [14, 15].
Figure 5-2: The number of resources graphed against load time for HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2. Traversing right increases link speed; traversing down increases delay, excepting the bottom left.
5.4.1 Number of Resources

The page load time with respect to the number of resources can be fitted linearly for both HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2. In HTTP/1.1, the results gather in two clusters about the line of best fit. In HTTP/2, the results are either dispersed evenly about the line of best fit, or along a threshold page load time near the bottom of the graph.

The slope of the linear model for the number of resources to the page load time for HTTP/1.1 is steeper than that for HTTP/2. HTTP/2 is initially faster than HTTP/1.1. However, as the number of resources increases, HTTP/1.1 grows faster per resource, eventually overtaking HTTP/2. This occurs at an intersection point ranging between 100 and 300 resources across the different network configurations. HTTP/2 amasses overhead from the additional handshake needed to setup an HTTPS connection when opening server connections, or the additional request needed to upgrade HTTP. These overheads are negated by the speedup from multiplexing, as well as minimizing the number of connections needed through connection reuse. HTTP/2 is single connection, meaning only one connection is needed per domain. When the number of resources increases, frequently the number of origins increases too. Each additional connection required takes longer to set up on HTTP/2 than HTTP/1.1.

For both protocols, when the link speed increases, the intersection point is reached earlier. The slopes of the line of best fit under both protocols are decreased. When the delay is larger, the intersection point is reached later. The slope under HTTP/2 remains relatively stable, while the slope under HTTP/1.1 increases as the delay grows. While large RTTs can drastically slow down page loads in HTTP/1.1, HTTP/2 mitigates these delays by reducing the number of trips necessary through multiplexing. Going against trend, infinite link speed and zero delay increases the link speed and decreases the delay, but does not reach the intersection point earliest. Instead, the lines of best fit in our graphs never crosses. We expected the points on the graph to shift downwards to reflect the decrease load time. Here, while the cluster of pages along the line of best fit for HTTP/2 shifts accordingly, the cluster of pages above the line of best fit for HTTP/1.1 does not. Instead of following the line of best fit’s
slope, the cluster of pages sits horizontally at 5,000 ms. Under all network conditions, we do see that this clustering of pages seems to start at a load time of 5,000 ms. Perhaps an unexamined set-up procedure used on these pages, in conjunction with HTTP/1.1, requires a minimum load time of 5,000 ms. It is strange to find such a large minimum load time independent of the link speed and delay. Looking closer at pages with sub-50 resources where using infinite link speed and zero delay yielded load times around 5,000 ms does not reveal an easy explanation with the properties we recorded.

The HTTP/1.1 results contain two clusters, one below the line of best fit for low ranges of resource counts, and one above the line of best fit near the intersection point. The HTTP/2 results contain a cluster along the line of best fit, and a cluster along a threshold page load time. This threshold load time ranges between 350 ms and 600 ms, increasing with respect to the network delay. This cluster exists between the 1 and 300 page resources range, centering around 70 page resources.

HTTP/2 aims to reduce the number of RTTs required to load a page through multiplexing streams. This means page resources can be requested simultaneous, and more effectively so than through HTTP/1.1 pipelining. Allowing parallel requests should limit the effects of the number of resources. In the HTTP/2 measurements, there is a clustering of pages with variable resource counts that load in a threshold time. This threshold is a likely the minimal time necessary to set up and tear down the couple of connections needed for data transfer. In HTTP/1.1, these same pages have load times linearly associated with the number of page resources. For the HTTP/2 cluster that follows the line of best fit, other factors must be in play. For example, if a page contains a larger number of origins, HTTP/2 could perform worse than HTTP/1.1. HTTP/2 minimizes the connections it makes by requiring only one per resource origin. However, when many page resources are fetched from distinct origins, this aspect of HTTP/2 gains no savings over HTTP/1.1. Furthermore, theoretically optimal behaviors such as the reuse of persistent connections have been reported variable in practice [8].
Figure 5-3: The number of origins graphed against load time for HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2. Traversing right increases link speed; traversing down increases delay, excepting the bottom left 50
5.4.2 Number of Origins

The page load time with respect to the number of origins is again fitted linearly. As the number of origins increases, the number of minimum connections, and thus setup time, must increase. For HTTP/1.1, the results gather in two clusters about the line of best fit. In HTTP/2, the results again are either dispersed evenly about the line of best fit, or along a threshold page load time near the bottom of the graph.

Figure 5-3, the results for the number of origins, exhibits traits similar to those discussed for Figure 5-2, the results for number of resources. HTTP/1.1 does not optimize on the number of origins. To improve performance, it frequently opened 6-8 TCP connections per origin. As such, the HTTP/1.1 slope again decreases with increased link speed, and increases with increased network delay. The HTTP/2 slope remains relatively unchanged under the various network configurations. Under infinite link speed and zero delay, the trend flips. The intersection point is reached latest, instead of earliest. For HTTP/1.1, the grouping above the line of best fit again clusters; instead of following the line of best fit’s slope, the results cluster horizontally at the 5,000 ms mark. This finding suggests that some part of the HTTP/1.1 protocol, unrelated to the speed and latency of actual data transfer bottlenecks performance.

While the clusters are not as distinct, the HTTP/1.1 results again gather in two groups – one above the line of best fit, and one below. The HTTP/2 results again display a grouping of pages with varied origin counts that cluster about a threshold page load time between 350 ms and 600 ms. These pages range between 1 and 65 origins. Within this group, pages with higher origin counts only slightly increase in page load time. The time needed to set up each additional connection per origin does not directly and substantially add to the page load time. This observation invalidates the hypothesis from Section 5.4 suggesting the number of origins as a directly influential factor causing page load times to trend towards the line of best fit. The low page load time still exists with higher origin counts. It cannot be the only cause for the higher page load times in Figure 5-2.
We still see a strong linear relationship in the other cluster of pages for HTTP/2. Because the number of origins directly affects the minimum number of connections needed, it is possible the type of connection, HTTP vs HTTPS is the important factor. In HTTP/2, HTTP URIs use the HTTP Upgrade mechanism [13]. Here the client makes an HTTP/1.1 request that includes an Upgrade header field with the "h2c" token and a HTTP2-Settings. When a server accepts the upgrade, it responses with 101 (Switching Protocols), after which HTTP/2 frames can be sent. While this procedure requires an addition network round trip, the resultant HTTP/2 connection can generally kept alive and available for reuse much longer than an HTTP/1.1 connection. For HTTPS URIs HTTP/2 uses TLS with the application-layer protocol negotiation extension (ALPN) on top of TCP [13]. When TLS negotiation is complete, each endpoint sends a connection preface, after which HTTP/2 frames can be sent. Currently, TLS adds several extra RTTs to the set up process. However, we may cut one RTT with TCP Fast Open, which allows ClientHello to be sent within the TCP SYN packet [29]. Additionally, TLS 1.3 and QUIC are working to produce zero round-trip handshakes.

One of HTTP/2’s core features is the addition of HTTP server push. Due to the complexity and variability of proper push settings, our experiments do not currently include this functionality. However, with HTTP/2 server push, the number of origins can further impact performance. Any embedded content with the same domain is allowed to be pushed. Pushing resources, not exceeding the bandwidth-delay product of the connection, improves performance by preempting client request and saves RTTs. When the proper resources are pushed, the idea of dependency graph optimization can be applied. Slowdowns resultant from unresolved dependencies can be lessened and the page load time decreased.

5.4.3 Number of High Priority Resources

HTTP/1.1 does not utilize stream priorities. As such, the number of high priority resources is not a direct factor affecting the HTTP/1.1 results. Instead, the results shown from this graph must include the number of overall page resources.
Figure 5-4: The number of high priority resources graphed against load time for
HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2. Traversing right increases link speed; traversing down in-
creases delay, excepting the bottom left
The number of high priority resources is the minimum total number of resources. For pages with a larger recorded number of high priority resources, the range for the total number of resources shrinks. For HTTP/2, the number of high priority resources can often indicate whether a web page is well-designed and executed. Theoretically, requesting resources in an optimal manner could be more influential to the page load time than the number and size of resources for HTTP/2. Weightier priorities, in addition to resource dependencies, are accounted for when stream priorities are chosen for a given connection.

From Figure 5-4, we see that HTTP/1.1 results are relatively scattered, with a slight positive correlation. At low numbers of high priority resources, the load time ranges from near zero to 30,000 ms. For HTTP/2, the results also following a slight positive slope. The grouping here is slightly closer to the line of best fit. Because the load times at each vary drastically, we assume other factors, such as the total number of resources, are overloading the results. Looking at results from ratios between high priority and total resources still fails to consider the difference between sizes of the resources being prioritized.

### 5.4.4 Maximum Breadth

Figure 5-5, the results for maximum breadth, unsurprisingly trends similarly to Figure 5-2, the results for the number of resources. Again, there are two distinct groups for both protocols. We see this clearly for HTTP/1.1 with infinite speed link and zero latency, and for HTTP/2 with 4 Mbit/s link speed and 100 ms delay. In the HTTP/1.1 results, the minimum load time within the top cluster is again 5,000 ms. This cluster starts at around a maximum breadth of 10. Only a few pages with a smaller maximum breadth are slower than 5,000 ms exist. Having a low maximum breadth can be split into two camps – one with fewer total resources and one with an on average larger page dependency graph depth. The range of maximum breadth for pages with HTTP/2 results clustering at a threshold page load time is between 1 and 150 resources.
Figure 5-5: The maximum breadth graphed against load time for HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2. Traversing right increases link speed; traversing down increases delay, excepting the bottom left.
Figure 5-6: The maximum depth graphed against load time for HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2. Traversing right increases link speed; traversing down increases delay, excepting the bottom left
5.4.5 Maximum Depth

From Figure 5-6, we see that the maximum depth trends positively with page load time. However, the results per given depth are highly variable. This means there’s unlikely a strong correlation between depth and load time, with respect to the HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2 protocols. Neither HTTP/1.1 nor HTTP/2 inherently optimizes dependency graphs and facilitates aggressive fetching of resources. As expected, between HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2 there is minimal differentiation due to maximum depth. When server push is enabled for HTTP/2, resource prioritization with respect to dependencies can come into play and improve pages with large critical paths.

As before, the HTTP/2 protocol begins faster, but then is overtaken by the HTTP/1.1. As the delay increases and the RTT grows, this point is further and further back. As RTTs grow, HTTP/2’s ability to minimize the number of RTTs becomes an increasingly important feature.

5.4.6 Number of HTTPS Clusters

The results for the number of HTTPS clusters per page, shown in Figure 5-7, contains perceptibly divergent results. This property is not directly related to properties such as the number of resources. Under both protocols, there is a grouping of pages with 1 HTTPS cluster that range in page load time. Other results trend upwards as the number of clusters increases.

In Section 5.4.2, we considered the influence of origins with HTTP vs HTTPS schemes. Looking at the number of HTTPS clusters, we learn about the dispersion of resources at servers using HTTP and HTTPS schemes. HTTPS, also known as HTTP Secure, is used for secured communications. By layering HTTP over Transport Layer Security (TLS), it adds a layer of encryption that prevents Man in the Middle attacks. TLS, and thus HTTPS, is not mandatory per the HTTP/2 specification. In fact, the specifications clearly explain how to use HTTP/2 both over plain TCP’s clear text, and TLS’s encrypted data. In practice, however, few browsers supports HTTP/2 without TLS [13].
Figure 5-7: The number of HTTPS clusters graphed against load time for HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2. Traversing right increases link speed; traversing down increases delay, excepting the bottom left.
When using TLS, HTTP/2 mandates a stricter requirement than normally enforced in HTTP/1.1. For example, in HTTP/2, TLS 1.2 or later is required. Additionally, compression and renegotiation are forbidden. Between HTTP and HTTPS, there is an inherent performance difference. Because HTTPS requires TLS, there are additional RTTs of delay in setting up each connection.

In Figure 5-7, the HTTP/2 protocol once again has a steeper slope. Under each network configuration, it initially begins faster, only to be overtaken by HTTP/1.1. The intersection point ranges between 20 and 30 HTTPS clusters. When more HTTPS clusters exist, there are potentially more HTTP resources. In HTTP/2, HTTP resources are handled with an Upgrade header. A 101 switching status is returned, and the HTTP/2 connection can be kept alive and reused. The upgrade procedure means an additional RTT is needed. Pages with higher numbers of HTTPS clusters are likely to have a harder time implementing effective server push. As the dependent resources are from different origins, they cannot be fetched automatically.

5.4.7 HTTP/1.1 vs HTTP/2

The results from HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2 cluster. In HTTP/1.1, there are two linear clusters of different slope and y-intercept. The cluster with the lower y-intercept has a steeper slope, while the other cluster has a smaller slope. Looking at results under infinite speed link and zero delay conditions, we see that there is a minimum page load time of 5,000 ms for the latter cluster. This is a high minimum load time for pages. Characterized only by the properties we recorded, these pages only differ by averaging slightly larger with a greater number of resources and a greater maximum breadth. In HTTP/2, there is a grouping at a baseline value. On these pages, the effectiveness of HTTP/2 is clear; RTTs of additional resources are effectively eliminated. However, many pages with the same property value result in slower page load times. These unexplained separations lead us to believe that there are more page properties to consider. Additionally, as the models for HTTP/1.1 always eventually overtake HTTP/2, HTTP/2 seems to work well in only limited ranges. There are overheads in HTTP/2 that are not masked by the improvements on all pages. When
pages contain fewer resources from fewer origins, a shallower critical path, and few HTTPS clusters, HTTP/2 performs well.

5.4.8 Multicollinearity

There are many independent variables affecting the dependent variable, page load time. Normally in such cases, multiple regression analysis is used to predict the relevance of each independent variable. However, many of the independent variables are logically correlated. For example, the number of resources and the number of origins is related. There must be at least as many resources as origins, though usually not one-to-one in well-structured pages. This results in multicollinearity. Multicollinearity is where two or more independent variables in the multiple regression model are highly correlated. The coefficient estimates of the multiple regression may change erratically in response to small changes. Ridge regression analysis is a technique that removes the effects of correlations from regression analysis by adding a small constant to the diagonal elements of the standardized covariance matrix.
Chapter 6

Conclusion

6.1 Contributions

In this thesis we evaluate the web performance of HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2 with respect to web page dependency graph properties. Differing from previous approaches that evaluate systems with respect to network conditions, we attempt to understand how systems perform when loading different types of web pages. We find that HTTP/2 does not consistently surpass HTTP/1.1 in performance. Instead, there is an optimal range per property type. These ranges suggest that HTTP/2 performs worse on larger than average pages. This is counterintuitive, given that multiplexing HTTP/2 allows parallelization of resource fetches. Within the lower ranges of each property, we see results more in line with intuition. Under HTTP/2, a cluster of pages load at the same minimal page load time despite differences in property value.

To evaluate HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2, we created Pagescope. The goal of Pagescope is to improve the approach used in evaluating web performance systems. There are many factors that affect web performance, but often the used metric is boiled down to an average page load time over oft frequented landing pages. As the content stored within a web page changes, and the list of popular pages change, the current standard of evaluation becomes incomprehensible without a copy of the previous page state. Effective evaluation should be lasting, comparable, and meaningful. It should provide additional insight into how and why a system behaves. The status quo method
cannot.

Pagescope proposes a new approach to evaluating web performance. It begins by developing a vocabulary to describe web pages, the basis of the web. It identifies the number and size of resources, the number of distinct origins, the distribution of resource priorities, the graph depth and breadth, the connected components per origin, and the number of HTTPS clusters HTTP redirects as key page properties. It looks at network and CPU utilization, considering bandwidth constraints of different devices and usage styles. It finds these properties existing on a web page, and then categorizes its type. To quote Professor Patrick Winston, "Having a name for something gives us power over it." The basic vocabulary Pagescope eases classification of web pages. These words allow a more fine-grained understanding of web performance systems affecting the general web.

Pagescope is a starting point for further research into web performance evaluation. It presents data gathered from experiments with the HTTP/1.1 and the HTTP/2 protocol under various network conditions. Work in progress includes incorporating experiments using the QUIC protocol and the Polaris system.

6.2 Future Work

In future work, researchers can modify Mahimahi, the open-source record-and-replay tool, to integrate with new web performance systems and protocols. These systems can then use Pagescope to obtain a standardized web performance evaluation. As the web changes, the corpus of representative web pages will change. Eventually the list of integral properties will grow and change. Pagescope is extensible and easily updated. A new corpus of representative web pages can be created with our web crawler and inputted to Pagescope. Newly identified integral properties can be retrieved and stored by modifying included data processing functions. These features ensure that Pagescope is adaptable and will grow with the web.

Visualization is a technique beneficial in communicating complex information. Integrating a visualization tool into Pagescope is the next step. Because many factors
affect web performance, the data it stores is overwhelming when directly viewed. In our evaluations, we graph the experimental findings. To enhance Pagescope’s usability, it should have a fully developed visualization tool included. This allows users to run Pagescope, then quickly receive results that help realize what factors are most relevant to the evaluated system and how those compare to other web performance systems. This achieves the ultimate goal of Pagescope – to improve, simplify, and standardize web performance evaluation.
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